How to read your racecard
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B g Kingmambo (USA) - Fairy Godmother
The Queen............................(Sir Michael Stoute,Newmarket) Ryan Moore
D BF
PURPLE, GOLD braid, SCARLET sleeves,
BLACK velvet cap, GOLD fringe.
61133-2
(Breeder - The Queen)
TIMEFORM VIEW Front runner who’s going from strength to strength, returning with another
success at Lingfield last month. Stall 7 of 7 may make things a bit tougher here but will
continue to hold his own.
Star RatingHHHHH Official BHA Rating 102
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1. Owners Colours
2. Saddle Cloth Nimber
3. Colour & Sex of Horse followed
by sire and dam
4 Horse Name
5. Days Since Last Ran
6. Age
7. Weight
8. Draw
9. Form Guide
10. Previous performances
C = Course Winner
CD = Course & Distance
Winner BF - Beaten Favourite
D - Distance Winner
11. Owner
12. Colour Description
13. Trainer
14. Breeder
15. Jockey
16. Star Rating & Official BHA Rating
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Star Ratings Explained
Each horse has been given a star rating,
these are defined below:
HHHHH Selected to win the race.
HHHHI Good chance of being placed.
HHHII By no means out of the reckoning but
at least one or two hold stronger claims
HHIII Unlikely to win but not totally without hope.
HIIII Can be given little or no chance.
Official BHA Rating
The BHA Handicappers allot ratings to horses
once they have taken part in a sufficient number of
races to enable the Handicappers to make a
numerical assessment of each horse’s ability.
The principal purpose of the ratings is to
determine the weight to be carried by each runner
in handicap races, with the Handicappers aiming
to provide each participant with an equal chance
based on its best recent form under its optimum
conditions. A horse rated 100, for example, would
be set to carry 1lb more than a horse rated 99
(ignoring any penalties or allowances).
The ratings published in the racecard for handicap
races are the ratings that were used to calculate
the weight to be carried by each horse, whilst in
non-handicaps races the rating shown is that of
each runner at the time that the entries for the race
were confirmed. Any subsequently published
change to a rating, either up or down, is shown in
brackets following the rating.

